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ONE. Africa North of the Equator

The Sahara and Islam: The Bonds Unifying Northern Africa

The geography of the northern half of Africa is dominated by the Sa-
hara desert. Throughout its vast area, 2,800 km (1,700 miles) from
north to south and nearly 8,000 km (5,000 miles) from east to west,
rainfall is less than 13 cm (5 inches) a year. Except around a few
oases where underground supplies of water reach the surface, agri-
culture is impossible, and the desert’s only inhabitants have been
nomadic herdsmen, breeding camels and moving their animals sea-
sonally from one light grazing ground to another. To the north of
the desert lies the temperate Mediterranean coastland – its rainfall
concentrated between January and March, with wheat and barley
as its main cereal crops and sheep, the main stock of its highland
pastures. Southward are the tropics, the land of the summer rains,
favouring a different set of food crops from those grown around the
Mediterranean. In the desert and northward live Berbers and Arabs,
fair-skinned peoples speaking languages of the Afroasiatic family.
South of the desert begins the ‘land of the blacks’ – to the Greeks;
‘Ethiopia’, to the Berbers, ‘Akal n’Iguinawen’ (Guinea); and to the
Arabs, ‘Bilad as-Sudan’.

The desert has always been a formidable obstacle to human com-
munication, but for two thousand years at least – since the introduc-
tion of the horse and the camel made travel easier – people have per-
severed in overcoming its difficulties. Before the days of the motorcar
and the aeroplane, it took two months or more to cross. Nevertheless,

1
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Africa North of the Equator 3

people did cross it, not merely in isolated journeys of exploration,
but, regularly, year after year, in the course of trade, education, and
pilgrimage. The essential intermediaries in this traffic were the pas-
toral nomads of the desert itself. They bred the camels, trained them
for carrying, and accompanied and protected the caravans on their
journeys. They also controlled what was, until the twentieth-century
discoveries of oil and natural gas, the one great natural resource of
the Sahara, which was the salt deposited in almost inexhaustible
quantities by the evaporation of ancient lake basins situated in the
very middle of the desert, dating from prehistoric periods of much
greater rainfall. The salt was in high demand to the north, and more
especially to the south of the desert. The nomads brought in slaves to
mine it and supplied the all-important camels to transport it in bulk.
Given the salt caravans, which by the nineteenth century were em-
ploying hundreds of thousands of camels to carry tens of thousands
of tons of salt, the exchange of many other commodities from north
and south of the desert becomes much easier to understand. The gold
from the tributary valleys of the upper Niger, the upper Volta, and the
Akan forest was an early and important element in the trans-Saharan
trade. Slaves, captured all along the southern edges of the Sudanic
belt, accompanied nearly every northward-moving caravan. And, as
time went on, leather goods and cotton textiles manufactured in the
Sudan were carried northwards in considerable quantity. The staples
of the southward traffic were the woollen textiles of North Africa; the
cottons and muslins of the Middle East; and the weapons, armour,
and other hardware of southern Europe.

Therefore, long before any sailing ship from Europe reached the
Atlantic coast of West Africa, the Sudanic lands to the south of the
Sahara were in touch with those of the Mediterranean not only
by exchanging produce but also by the sharing of skills and ideas.
Whereas the Latin Christianity of the Roman provinces never crossed
the Sahara, Greek-speaking missionaries, both Orthodox and Mono-
physite, converted the Nubian kingdoms on the upper Nile and the
kingdom of Aksum in northern Ethiopia. In the west, Islam first
spread through the conquest of Egypt and North Africa in the sev-
enth century, and then moved on across the desert with little delay.
By the ninth century, the nomads of the central and western Sahara
were converting to Islam. By the eleventh century, at least, the new
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faith was beginning to penetrate the Negro kingdoms to the south of
the desert, where it appealed first and foremost to those who travelled
beyond their own communities and language areas as participants in
an already active system of regional and interregional trade. To them,
Islam offered wider intellectual and spiritual horizons and member-
ship in a universal brotherhood which looked after its members in
very practical ways. Between the eleventh and eighteenth centuries,
at least, the townsfolk of the Sudanic countries learned to be Mus-
lims like the Arabs and the Berbers to the north. Their learned and
pious men studied Arabic, the language of the Holy Koran, and a
few made the pilgrimage to the holy cities of Mecca and Medina,
passing through the great cities of Egypt and North Africa on the
way. The rulers and the rich men on both sides of the desert wor-
shipped the One God, read the same books, and discussed the same
things.

It would, of course, be a great mistake to imagine that all the civil-
isations of the Sudanic belt of Africa were due to contact with the
world of Islam. We now know that a pattern of urban life in walled
towns existed in widely scattered parts of West Africa long before
the spread of Islam, and that the characteristic political formation of
small ‘city states’ grouped in clusters – each cluster speaking a com-
mon language and observing common customs – must have been a
development indigenous to the region. The periodic and sporadic in-
corporation of city–states into larger political hierarchies, described
by outsiders as kingdoms or empires, is likewise to be seen as a re-
sponse to various local factors, including differences of economic op-
portunity and military power and the ambitions of individual rulers,
and not as the transfer of political ideas from the north of the desert
to the south. Nevertheless, the growing presence of Islam and the
proximity of the Islamic heartlands as the most obvious point of ref-
erence in the outside world did help to provide a certain element
of unity to the northern half of Africa, extending from the Mediter-
ranean almost to the Atlantic coast of West Africa. Within all this vast
area, despite multitudinous differences of language and culture, in-
terregional trade and travel were practised by a small number of
people and, by the beginning of the nineteenth century, nearly all
of these were Muslims, so that there was a certain pool of common
ideas in circulation from one end of it to the other.
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It is debatable just where the southern frontier of northern Africa
lay at different times in history. Until the twelfth and thirteenth cen-
turies, it probably included little more than the open grasslands,
forming a belt 500 or 600 km (300 or 400 miles) wide to the south
of the desert margin, from the Senegal to Lake Chad and eastwards
through Darfur and Kordofan to the Ethiopian highlands. Through-
out this region, beasts of burden, especially donkeys, could circu-
late, and troops of armed horsemen could control and levy tribute
upon the populations of quite large states. To the south again lay the
woodland belt, thickening progressively into dense equatorial rain
forest. Here, because of tsetse fly in the woodlands and lack of for-
age in the forest, all goods had to be carried by canoes or porters,
and soldiers fought on foot. Markets and states were smaller, and
there were few towns large enough for Islamic religion and learn-
ing to gain a foothold. Nevertheless, by the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, some interregional trade was beginning to penetrate even
these southern lands. Gold was found in the Akan forest, and kola,
the one luxury stimulant permitted by Islam, was grown exclusively
within the forest belt. When the Portuguese discovered the West
African coast, they found that the trading frontier of the Mande
traders from the Niger bend had already reached the coastline of
modern Ghana. During the three centuries that followed, the Euro-
pean traders operating from the Atlantic beaches pushed the fron-
tiers of interregional trade northwards again, but only by a matter
of 300 to 500 km (200 to 300 miles). By 1800, there was still far more
of West Africa which looked northwards for its contacts with the
outside world than southwards to the seaborne trade with Europe.
And, of course, throughout the whole vast region to the east of Lake
Chad, there remained no other source of outside contacts but the
northern one.

Countries of the Mediterranean Coast

By the end of the eighteenth century, people in the Muslim world as
a whole had lost much of the energy and sense of purpose that had
driven them to produce such a brilliant culture in the early centuries
of Islam. They failed to keep abreast of the new inventions and tech-
niques being discovered in western Europe, particularly in military
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affairs and transport – such as the improvements made to sailing
ships. This failure to make progress affected all parts of Africa con-
sidered in this chapter in one way or another. It applied especially to
the lands north of the Sahara, from Egypt in the east to Mauritania
in the west. Since the sixteenth century, all these countries, except
Morocco, had formed a part of the Turkish Ottoman empire, with its
capital at Istanbul. By the eighteenth century, Ottoman power had
declined considerably from the peak reached two centuries earlier.
Provincial rulers now acted almost independently of the Ottoman
sultan, and even tribute payments had become fairly nominal. While
the situation varied in detail from one country to another, the ruling
elite in all of them was composed of the descendants of the original
Turkish garrisons, who augmented their numbers in each generation
and their sense of separateness from the local people by recruiting
slave soldiers from the northern confines of the Ottoman empire in
southern Russia and the Caucasus. It was in supplying these recruits
that the Ottoman sultans came nearest to ruling their North African
possessions.

It was in Egypt that the system of military rule had its deepest
roots. When they conquered the sultanate in 1517, the Ottomans took
over an institution which had been operating since the thirteenth
century; the elite cavalry soldiers, imported as slaves but then edu-
cated and trained to occupy a highly privileged status, were known
as mamluks. At the end of their professional service, they were freed
and generously pensioned. Their children, however, were forbidden
to enter the army. The commanders of the mamluks, the amirs, di-
rected the military and civil services of the state, and each amir on
his appointment imported a fresh supply of mamluks to be his body-
guard or ‘household’. Much of the cultivable land of the country was
divided into fiefs for the support of the military elite, and for the peas-
ant millions of Egypt who toiled and were taxed Mamluk rule was
a harsh one. But it supported a leisured and educated class which
made Cairo, at least, a centre of luxury and learning as outstanding
as any in the Muslim world.

To the west of Egypt, the countries of Tripoli, Tunis, Algeria, and
Morocco were known collectively to the Arabs as al-Maghrib (the
West). Here, in contrast with Egypt, the authority of governments
rarely extended far beyond the main cities. In the hinterlands lived
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fiercely independent nomadic tribes – both Berbers and bedouin
Arabs. They could only be rather loosely controlled by playing off
one against the other. In Tripoli, the Ottoman government had been
represented since 1711 by the local Karamanli family, which had con-
centrated its efforts mainly on developing the trans-Saharan trade
from Bornu and the Hausa states. By this route came a steady sup-
ply of Sudanese slaves, who were distributed by the merchants of
Tripoli to Istanbul, Damascus, Cairo, and all over the western part
of the Muslim world. Tripoli was likewise a distributing centre for
the splendid leatherwork of the Hausa cities, already well known in
western Europe as ‘Morocco leather’. Tripoli’s exports southwards
consisted mainly of arms, armour, and Arab horses. They also in-
cluded mercenary soldiers trained in the use of firearms, who joined
the bodyguards of the Sudanese rulers.

Tripoli, however, had no monopoly of the trans-Saharan trade.
Probably, the largest hub of the desert traffic was at the oasis of
Ghadames, where the borders of Tunisia, Algeria, and Libya now
meet. Here, caravan routes from the central and western Sudan
converged, and Ghadames merchants were well known in Hausa-
land and Timbuktu alike. From Ghadames, some of the Sudan trade
was carried to Tunis and Algiers. These were busy ports from which
merchants could more easily reach the markets of western Europe
than from Tripoli. The rulers (beys) of Tunis had been drawn since
1705 from the local Hussainid family, whose armed forces protected
a large settled population from the attacks of the nomad Berbers
of the eastern Atlas. These peasant farmers of the Tunisian plain
were some of the greatest wheat producers of the whole Mediter-
ranean basin. In the coastal towns, a sophisticated middle class of
merchants and officials, enjoying a long tradition of Islamic civili-
sation and learning, ran a more orderly system of government than
was possible in any other Maghrib country.

The Ottoman rulers of Algiers were known as deys. Unlike the
rulership of Tunis, this office had not fallen into the hands of a sin-
gle family, to be passed down from father to son. It was filled on
the death of the reigning dey by election from among a group of
merchants and soldiers who were the most influential men in the
city. The merchants, called corsairs by Europeans (from an Ital-
ian word meaning ‘to chase’), traded by sea with the European
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countries, using galleys rowed by Christian slaves. Legitimate trade
was sometimes combined with acts of piracy against European ship-
ping and coastlines, for which they became infamous. During the sev-
enteenth century, Algiers had been one of the most attractive cities of
the Mediterranean. Dr Shaw, an English traveller in the early eigh-
teenth century, commented favourably on its surroundings:

The hills and vallies round about Algiers are all over beautiful with gardens and
country seats, whither the inhabitants of better fashion retire during the heats
of the summer season. They are little white houses, shaded with a variety of
fruit trees and ever-greens, which, besides the shade and retirement, afford a
gay and delightful prospect towards the sea. The gardens are all of them well
stocked with melons, fruit and pot-herbs of all kinds. The natives of Algiers live
extremely happy, for though the government is despotic, it is not so in reality.1

Even at the time of its surrender to the French in 1830, Algiers was
described as ‘perhaps the best regulated city in the world’. The French
conquerors found that the majority of the Algerines were better ed-
ucated than the majority of the local Frenchmen. And this was after
half a century of grave political disorders, due to revolts among the
Arab and Berber tribes who roamed over the high plateaux of the in-
terior behind the coastal plains. These tribes were led by marabouts,
the Muslim holy men, who carried their attacks to the very outskirts
of the cities on the Mediterranean shore.

Morocco had never been a part of the Ottoman dominions, and
its armies were composed mostly of black slaves from the Sudan,
of whom by the mid-eighteenth century there were said to be some
150,000 – half of them housed in a specially constructed military
town, and the rest dispersed in forts guarding the central lowlands
of the country from the incursions of the Berber nomads of the Atlas.
The extent of territory paying tribute into the sultan’s treasury had
greatly diminished since the late sixteenth and early seventeenth cen-
turies, when for a few years the kingdom had stretched right across
the desert to Timbuktu. Now, as in Algeria, tribal groups from the
High Atlas and the desert fringes were apt to raid the settled areas
and extort their own tribute from the peasants of the plains, and the

1 T. Shaw, Travels and Observations Relating to the Several Parts of Barbary and the Levant (Oxford,
1738), p. 71.
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armies of the sultan were powerless to prevent them. Nevertheless,
Morocco was still the terminus of a considerable trade with the
south. The salt trade conducted by the desert Berbers from near
its southern borders still attracted much of the gold of the upper
Senegal–Niger region, despite the attempts of the French at St Louis
to obtain it. Slaves from the Niger bend still went northwards to
Morocco in considerable numbers. Despite the opening of the sea
routes, a great many European manufactures, especially English cot-
ton goods, were distributed over West Africa by Moroccan merchants
who bought them at Mogador on the Atlantic coast of southern Mo-
rocco. Arabic-speaking Moors lived all over the western fringes of the
Sahara as far south as the banks of the Senegal. Their holy men prac-
tised the characteristic Maghribi forms of devotion, becoming fol-
lowers of such religious orders as the Ramaniyya, which was founded
in 1770 in Kabylia (Algeria), and the Tijaniyya, established in 1781 by
Sidi Ahmad Tijani at Ain Mahdi, near Laghouat, on the desert fringe
of Algeria. Tijani’s teaching was accepted at the great Moroccan uni-
versity at Fez, and his order prospered in Mauritania and among the
Tuareg tribesmen of the central Sahara.

States of the Sudan Region

Most of the larger states existing to the south of the Sahara were
affected in some degree by the stagnation of the Islamic world as
a whole. Generally, there was less security for traders and pilgrims
than there had been and, in consequence, less wealth, less learn-
ing, and less religion. Among the states most affected was Ethiopia,
which, though Christian in religion, lay close to the Arabian heart-
lands of Islam and suffered severely from the decline in the trade of
the Red Sea. More seriously still, Ethiopia had been suffering since
the sixteenth century from the progressive infiltration and settlement
of its southern and eastern provinces by its Oromo neighbours. The
Christian monarchy had responded to the situation by moving its
headquarters away from its traditional medieval bases in Shoa (the
region around modern Addis Ababa) to the region north of Lake
Tana, where it finally established a fixed capital at Gondar. But this
attempt at regroupment had not been successful. The Oromo pres-
sure continued, and the new frontiers could only be defended by
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attracting Oromo contingents into the royal service by granting them
the right to raise tribute from the Christian peasantry. Jesus II (1730–
55) was the last of the eighteenth-century emperors to exercise any
real authority outside the Gondar region. After his death, the feudal
rulers of the other provinces became virtually independent, and rival
emperors were recognised by different factions. By the early nine-
teenth century, one of them had fallen into such abject poverty that,
when he died, there was not enough money in the treasury to pay
for a coffin.

Bordering Ethiopia to the west lay the territory of the Funj sul-
tanate, which in the sixteenth century had replaced the southernmost
of the Christian kingdoms of Nubia. The Funj made their capital at
Sennar on the Blue Nile, which became the centre of a rich trade in
Ethiopian gold and Sudanese ivory, which were exported to Jiddah
in exchange for Indian textiles. By the mid-eighteenth century, how-
ever, the dynasty was becoming increasingly dependent on its black
slave troops. When the Scotsman James Bruce, who wrote a marvel-
lous description of his dangerous travels in Ethiopia, passed through
the country on his way down the Blue Nile in 1770, there was still a
standing army of 1,800 horses and 14,000 infantry, but control of the
western province of Kordofan had been lost, and trade had shrunk to
a trickle. Bruce was not impressed by what he saw. ‘War and treason’,
he wrote, ‘appear to be the only occupations of this horrid people,
whom Heaven has separated by almost impassable deserts from the
rest of mankind.’2

More vigorous than the Funj sultanate were now those of Darfur
and Wadai, one on each side of the modern frontier between the
Sudan Republic and Chad. Though nominally Muslim, it is clear
from the early nineteenth-century accounts of Muhammad al-Tunisi,
a distinguished Arab scholar who made voyages of exploration to
both countries, that here, as in many states of the western Sudan,
ancient pre-Muslim ideas of divine kingship still persisted. Al-Tunisi
described an annual ceremony of re-covering the royal drums, when
a boy and a girl were sacrificed; he also described the sultans taking
part in almost Pharaonic rituals of seedtime and harvest:

2 James Bruce, Travels to Discover the Source of the Blue Nile 1768–1773 (London, 1790), vol. 4,
p. 437.
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At the beginning of the planting season the Sultan rides out in great pomp,
escorted by more than a hundred young women, by his slave boys and by a troop
of flute-players. When he reaches the open fields, he dismounts from his horse,
takes different kinds of seeds and sows them, while a slave hoes the ground.3

The wealth of these two states were derived from the slaves raided
by the armies of horsemen from among the animist peoples living
to the south of them, who lacked any kind of state organisation.
Both sultanates traded in copper from the rich deposits at Hofrat
en-Nahas near the headwaters of the Bahr al-Ghazal, and both sent
their trading caravans northwards by the Darb al-Arba ‘in (the Forty
Days’ Road), which reached the Nile valley at Asyut.

At the end of the eighteenth century, the ancient empire of Kanem–
Bornu, with its wide territories to the east and west of Lake Chad,
was still the most stable and civilised of the Sudanic states. To be
sure, it had lost some of the imperial outreach achieved in earlier
periods when it had pushed its military garrisons northwards to oc-
cupy the salt mines at Bilma and to touch the southern marches
of Tripoli in the Fezzan. But its rulers were still pious and literate
Muslims and, throughout their kingdom, justice was administered
according to Islamic law. The interregional trade of Kanem–Bornu
was indeed based upon the horrific slave raids annually conducted
by the armies of the ruler (mai) upon the stateless peoples of the
Mandara mountains and other peripheral regions to the south; but,
within the state’s boundaries, there was peace and prosperity of a
kind, which impressed all foreign travellers. The capital at that time
was the brick-built town of N’gazargamo, some 95 km (60 miles) west
of Lake Chad – the ruins of which can still be seen and which cover
an area about 3 km (2 miles) in diameter. Here, the mais lived a dig-
nified and secluded existence, supported by the tribute collected for
them by their provincial governors from the peasantry of a kingdom
measuring perhaps 1,000 by 500 km (600 by 300 miles), much of it
light grazing land, but including also the densely populated alluvial
farmlands west of Lake Chad.

In terms of interregional trade, the most active part of the central
Sudan was not Kanem–Bornu but the city–states of Hausaland lying

3 Muhammad bin ‘Umar al-Tunisi, Voyage au Ouddây, tr. Dr Perron (Paris, 1851), p. 159.
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along its western flank. Though never united, these Hausa cities were
unique in the Sudan in that they possessed manufacturing industries
on a really important scale. Weaving, dyeing, leatherwork, glassmak-
ing, smithing, and metalwork of every description were carried out,
mostly by slave artisans living in the towns and fed by agricultural
slaves living in special villages in the surrounding countryside. At the
end of the eighteenth century, Katsina was still the leading city; soon
it was to be Kano, with Zaria a close third. It was from these cities
rather than from N’gazargamo that the great caravan routes radi-
ated outwards across the Sahara to Tripoli and Ghadames, and from
there to Tunis and Algiers. Bornu, with its cavalry armies, supplied
most of the slaves that were exported northwards. The manufactures
came from Hausaland, and their distribution covered the whole of
northern Africa.

South of the Sahara from the Maghrib, the powerful empires of
the medieval western Sudan had broken up by the end of the eigh-
teenth century into many weak kingdoms. The great empire of the
Songhay Askias, which had stretched in the sixteenth century from
the upper Senegal to the frontiers of modern Nigeria, had come to an
end with the Moroccan invasion of 1591. At the battle of Tondibi, the
Moroccans used firearms for the first time against Sudanese cavalry
and foot soldiers armed only with bows and spears. The conquerors
settled down, and their descendants formed a new ruling class, the
arma (shooters, gunmen), which soon became independent of the
Moroccan sultan, the soldiers electing their own pashas (rulers) at
Timbuktu and their kaids (governors) in the garrison towns around
the loop of the Niger bend from Jenne to Gao.

After the Moroccan conquest, what remained of the ruling class of
Songhay retreated down the Niger and set up an independent gov-
ernment in the southern province of Dendi. Upstream from Jenne, on
the western side of the Niger bend, the Mande subjects of the Song-
hay empire reverted to their pre-imperial pattern of government as a
cluster of small states, each centred around a little walled town called
a kafu. Here and there, as at Segu and Kaarta, successful warlords,
getting firearms in exchange for war captives, managed to establish
some larger states – each incorporating several kafus. However, the
most vital region of the western Sudan during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries was the far west. Here, in Futa Toro to the south
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of the middle Senegal, there had sprung up during the medieval pe-
riod a people of mixed Berber and Negro descent known as the Fulbe
(French: Peul; Hausa: Fulani). Unlike the states of the Mande, those
of the Fulbe included many groups of nomadic pastoralists, who
herded their cattle in the parts of the country which were too arid for
agriculture even during the wet season and brought them south-
wards into the farmlands to manure the fields after the cereal
harvest had been gathered. Unlike their farming relatives, the pas-
toralists migrated far and wide in search of new grazing grounds
and established similar relationships with the farmers of other lan-
guage groups. As early as the fifteenth century, they were spread out
in small communities all over the savanna belt of West Africa to as
far east as Lake Chad. Until the eighteenth century, these scattered
Fulbe were mostly animist in religious belief. However, those Fulbe
who remained in their Futa Toro homeland were converted to Islam
by marabouts from Mauritania in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies and joined Muslim brotherhoods – full of zeal for their new
faith. One Fulbe clan, the Torodbe, became the missionary and cler-
ical leaders of the whole of the Fulbe people. Wherever Fulbe were
dispersed, Torodbe preachers would be found teaching the necessity
for conversion and Islamic reform and advocating jihad, the holy
war, as the means of obtaining it. The twin bases of the Fulbe move-
ment were Futa Toro and Masina, a Fulbe-led state to the south-west
of Timbuktu, once tributary to Songhay, which became independent
after the Moorish conquest. From Masina in the eighteenth century,
Torodbe missionaries carried the jihad to Futa Jallon, the mountain
country on the borders of Guinea and Sierra Leone, and eastwards
across the Niger bend to Say. From this background of missionary
zeal and holy war, the great Fulbe jihad of the early nineteenth cen-
tury arose.

It is often said that the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were
a period of decline in the western Sudan, and certainly it was a time
of great political disorder. But, thanks to the Torodbe and other reli-
gious leadership groups, much of the learning of the medieval Sudan
was kept alive. It is possible that by the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury, both Islam and Arabic education were more widely spread than
they had been during the great days of the medieval empires. De-
spite the political disorders, trade continued to flow. There seems to
have been a breakdown in communications between the western and
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the central Sudan. This was because, after the defeat of Songhay, no
other power was able to control the fierce Tuareg nomads living to
the north and east of the Niger bend. The routes running north-west
from Timbuktu and north from the Senegal remained open and ac-
tive well into the nineteenth century – more active by far than the
routes from Timbuktu westwards to the Atlantic coast.

States of the Woodland and the Forest

By the eighteenth century, the opening of the Atlantic trade by the
Europeans had made a crucial change only among the states of the
woodland and forest zones to the south of the savanna belt. From
their earliest days, these states had all in their external relations faced
towards the north. The Akan states of modern Ghana and the Ivory
Coast had looked towards Mali, Songhay, and the successor states
of the Mande, while the states of the Yoruba- and Edo-speakers in
southern Nigeria looked towards Hausaland. As Samuel Johnson,
the historian of the Yorubas, pointed out,

It should be remembered that light and civilisation with the Yorubas came from
the north . . . The centre of light and activity, of large populations and industry,
was therefore in the interior, whilst the coast tribes were scanty in number, ig-
norant and degraded, not only from their distance from the centre, but also
(later) through their demoralising intercourse with Europeans and the slave
trade.4

It was the same in Ghana and the Ivory Coast as it was in Nigeria.
The most important of the woodland and forest states had at first
been those on the northern side. The smallest and the most back-
ward, populated only by fishermen and salt-boilers, had been the
little states on the coast.

The Atlantic slave trade, which was begun by the Portuguese in the
late fifteenth century when a trickle of Africans were shipped across
the ocean – first to Europe and later to the Spanish and Portuguese
colonies in the New World – had developed by the end of the seven-
teenth century into a steady flood. Most of the European maritime
countries then took part in it, especially Britain and France. The
brisk competition for slaves among the rival Europeans meant that

4 Samuel Johnson, History of the Yorubas (Lagos, 1921), p. 40.
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the states at or near the coast had easy access to firearms, which they
used at first in wars of conquest against their neighbours and even-
tually against the formerly more important inland states. Within the
woodland and forest states, there had been considerable change in
the balance of power by the end of the eighteenth century. The rising
states were those based near the coast, especially Asante and Da-
homey, which had grown as a result of the use of firearms acquired
through the Atlantic trade. The most dramatic demonstration of this
shift in power occurred in 1745, when the musketmen of Asante de-
feated the armoured cavalry of Dagomba who, in any earlier period,
would have chased them mercilessly out of any open country they
had dared to enter. This process, begun in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries, was carried much further in the nineteenth.

The Encircling Power of Europe

The only significant imperial power in the northern half of Africa
at the end of the eighteenth century was Ottoman Turkey. Its de-
pendencies in Egypt, Tripoli, Tunis, and Algiers were admittedly
almost ‘self-governing’, but they did at least contribute some rev-
enue to the sultans in Istanbul. The European powers trading with
North and West Africa had, in contrast, nothing but a few footholds,
in the shape of fortified trading factories scattered along the West
African coast, from St Louis on the Senegal to Whydah in Bénin.
These forts, whether British, Danish, Dutch, French, or Portuguese,
were designed mainly to protect the operations of one group of Eu-
ropean traders from the competition of others. Few of the castles
could have withstood a determined attack by local Africans, and
their governors had to be circumspect in exercising any jurisdiction
outside the walls. They carried on their trade with the help of African
middlemen living in the adjacent towns. Although by the end of the
eighteenth century, they were exporting around 100,000 slaves a year
from West Africa alone, the Europeans seldom captured a slave by
themselves and, save for the French on the Senegal, it was the rarest
thing for any European to venture 20 km (12 miles) inland. Nor did
there seem at any time in the eighteenth century the slightest likeli-
hood of a change in the pattern of these relationships, which were
satisfactory to both the European and the African traders. It is true


